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Details of Visit:

Author: Ditton
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sat 29 Oct 2011 2pm
Duration of Visit: 3 hours
Amount Paid: 360
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Susan Glasgow - Hot, Sexy, Busty, Mature.
Website: http://www.susan-glasgow.co.uk/
Phone: 07532446210

The Premises:

Nice apartment to the south of the city, easy to find, and parking just outside. felt safe leaving the
car.

The Lady:

strawberry blond hair, and a wonderfully curvy and attradtive body, just made for caressing. ?Susan
dressed up as I had asked her to

The Story:

Making a booking with Susan was easy, I dropped her an email with the date and time I was looking
for and she quickly replied. ?It was a few weeks in advance, so it wasn't difficult to arrange. ?I
dropped Susan another email a few days before the actual meeting to confirm, and finally rang her
on the day as she asked me

Meeting Susan in the flesh, as it were, was a real treat, and sight for sore eyes. I had asked Susan
to wear a particular outfit, which she did and on opening the door, the effect can only be described
as breathtaking.

I have met Susan before, and each meeting serves to remind me how lovely a person she is. ?I
enjoy longer meetings with her, as it gives us a proper opportunity to take our time and explore
each other.

After only a couple of prior visits, we have got to know what each other likes and enjoys, so the next
couple of hours were spent mutually teasing and pleasing each other, and passed far too fast.

Susan takes a lot of time and trouble to get to know you, so that you always leave totally satisfied, if
not exhausted as well. It can be just as much fun making sure she is exhaused as well.

?Getting to know Susan is also a fun experience. The occasional 'ditzie blond' comment is just a
front, Susan is actually very intelligent and makes for great company.

I will certainly be back again, and for another long session.
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